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ABSTRACT 
The fishing vessels of the Government of India, Deep Sea 
Fishing Station, Bombay , conducted exgloratory fishing operations 
in areas between latitudes lSoN to 23 10'N and longitudes 6So10'E 
t o 730 S0'E, cover ing 25,100 nautical square miles on the continen-
tal shelf during 1961-1967 . The paper presents the results of, 
operations giving details of regional, seasonal and depth distribu-
tion of fish categories. The vessels , of different specifications, 
have been grouped into 3 categories based on B.H . P . and their 
annual catch rates estimated separately. There was an increase 
in the abundance of fish catches from the lSoN latitude zone to 
the 22 0 N latitude zone. A similar increase in the abundance was 
also noted from the lSoN latitude zone to the lSoN latitude zone. 
The seasonal catch trends sho'wed the highest yields in the fourth 
quarter and the poorest in the third quarter . In spite of the 
inclement weather conditions which makes fishing operations diffi-
cult, the catch rates in some of the monsoon months were high. 
The seasonal trends in individual categories of fishes varied 
to some extent from those of the total fish catches. In general, 
the concentration of fish was high in depths from 41 to 60 metres. 
xPublished with the permission of the Director, Central Marine 
Fisheries Research Institute, Mandapam Camp, India . 
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I ~~lRODUl.; ;. 0t'1 
The Deep Sea Fishi ng Station ot the Government of India was 
opened in 1946 at Bombay fe r exploratory fi shing on the continenta l 
shelf, to assess t he fisheries potential, of which v ery little " as 
then known and also to offer tra ining facilities to technica l personnel 
for operating powered fi shing vessels using modernized gear . Results 
of exploratory fishing by the vessels of the Deep Sea Fishing Station 
f or the earlier period have been reported by t he Central Mar i ne Fi sher-
ies Research Station (1954), Kristensen ( 1953) and Jayaraman et al 
(1959). The exploratory and cormnercial fishing v essels operating 
till now f rom t he Bombay base h"ve. covereod 6 dis tinct regions from 
south to nor th, Bombay, Cambay, Veeraval, Porbundar, Dwar ka a nd Kutch, 
the last of which wa s found to be the most p r oductive from t h e point 
of view of the magnitude of. the cat ches and the a bundance of qual i ty 
fishes (Rao ~ a I, 1966). The present report deals with the trends 
of the total landings and. the component species landed, the seasonal 
abundance and pattern of d i stribution by depth in l a titude zones at 
10 intervals on the continen tal s helf for a 7 years per iod from 1961 to 
1967 . 
VESSEl S liND GEAR 
During the pe.riod Wl.der -report, altc,get.her 11 of the Government 
of India vessels ope rat ed fr om the Bombay base (,rable I) , their B. B . P. 
varying from 4 2 to 300 , gross t onD£,ge f1'om 9 . 95 to 1 23 . 24 and l ength 
from 9 . 62 to 27. 82 metres. Al l the vP8sels used ot ter trawls of 
different specif i cations .. Of these vessels, M. F. V. Jheenga fished i n 
all the years up t o April 1967 when she was transferred to the 
Tu ticorin base ; M. T. Kalyani III fished from Decemb er 1964 to July 
1965 when she was unfortunately lost in the sea; H. T . Kalyani IV 
and V commenced fishing f r om Bombay from Apr i l 1967 a..,d Hay 1967, 
respectively; M. F. V .. Meenabharathi , a new fishing vessel, started 
fishing operations from July 1965 'and ""nt i nued up co Hay 1967 when 
she was als o shifted to the TutieoI in base; M. F . V. Bumil i , till Apr il 
1965, and M. L . He"ra till J u ne 1965 , "ece oper ating but "ere sub-
sequently decommissioned ; M. V. ,Sagarkanti ana H. V. Sagarvill§Ei fished 
for a brief period only in 1962; H. V. Sag"l.:.~.!',ari fished from April 
1966 to December 1967 and K L. ~"rpt·avas2o for a brief per. i od in 1961 
and from J une 1965 to }f..ay 1967. on-ly i n 1962; M. V.· ~agarkumari- fished 
:€-rom Ap rH 1966 to December 1967 and H. L. S~~EP:t: ava,~i, for a brief 
period in 1961 and £-i:om June· 1965 t.v Hay 196/. 
Based on the hOI'se po'tV'ers of the engines, the vessels tl7e.re 
gr ouped under th r ee heads , Le . those bet,men 201 and 300 IL P . , t hose 
between 101 a nd 200 H. P . and others below 100 H. P . There were no 
v essels above 300 B. P . Specifications of 1:he types of gear commonly 
used by the differ ent catego ,,"ies cf vessels a ·re given in Table II. 
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The larger vessels viz -, Ka!:yani I II, .IV and y and Meenabhara.EEl 
used the fish trawls of 24 M to 30 Hand shri.mp t"awls of 42 H a:o.d 45 l1 . 
In a few early opecations, these vessels tried 14 t o 20 H fish trawls. 
The medium vesse 1.s. Jheenga and Bumili have regularly used fish trawls , 
The medium and occasionally those of 13 t o 15 H. Jheenga also used at 
times t he smal ler of "he shrimp trawls . The smaller vessels used mostly 
9 to 14 M fish trawls and very rarely 15 to 18 Mones . 
.IIREAS OF EXPLORATION AND METHODS OF ANALYSIS OF CATCH DATA 
The vessel s from the Bombay base fished in the areas on the 
continental shelf of the no r th western part of India between latitudes 
ISoN to 230 l 0 ' N and longitudes 68 0 10'E to 730 50'E. The major areas are 
1 0 in latitude by 10 tn longitude, havi ng an extent of 3,600 n3.utica1 
square miles . Each was divided int o sub-areas with 10 ' of latitude and 
10 ' of longitude , having an extent of 100 nautical square miles . In 
each major area, the sub-areas are named al phabetically A to F on 
latitude and numerals 1 to 6 on longitude. A total of 251 sub-areas 
under 20 major areas were fished giving a coverage of 25, : 00 nautical 
square miles during the 7 year period. All the areas have not been fished 
to the same intensity, year after y ear , and the total annual CO'lerage is 
dealt with separacely . 
The nature of the bot tom was mostl y muddy, but in some areas 
it was mud mixed up with shell, purely shelly, sandy or strewn with cotal. 
The depth covered were from 7 to 85 metr es . 
-The earli er explor atory programmes had the objecl.ive of COvering 
as many areas as possible on the continental shelf t o f u:m :! sh pard.cular s 
of catch data . In 1963 December a new exploratory fishing programme 
came i nto oper at ion which involved systematic linear bottom tra"ling, 
repeated at monthly intervals in squares along selected parallel s of 
latitudes passing through different depth ranges across t he continental 
·shelf. This progrannne has been in operation till now for all the Govern-
ment of Indla vessels at all bases. For want of an adequate number of 
suitable fi.shing vessels, the programmes have not been covered in full, 
but fairly adeqUate fishing has been done in a large number of squares to 
furnish seasonal an4 regi.onal abundance of fish species as reported in 
this paper. On the basis of the results obtained an attempt is made to 
present a picture of the latitudinal distribution of fish species . 
For the analys is of t he catch data, the log records of the SkiPp-
ers and Bosuns of the fishing vessels formed the basis . Observa tions on 
the biology of fish speCies and envtronmental data have also been 
collected un board t he fishing vessels by the staff af the Central Harine 
Fisheries Research Institute. The primary data were particulars per 
haul of the fish species from each area by each vessel. These were 
compiled monthly and by area for each vessel. No. sampling technique 
was f ollowed f or the estimation of catches, but the actual weights of the 
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species concerned in each haul formed the basis of the catch statistics. 
The unit of fish i ng effort is one trawling hour of each vessel and the 
catch per hour has been use1 for judging the relative productivity of 
different areas or the seasonal abundance of catches therein. In 
simultaneous fishing operations , the catch per unit effort has helped in 
determining the relative fishing efficiency of different vessels using 
similar types of gear. 
In respect of some of the categories of fishes, the ?hort local 
names have been used for convenience of description in the text, they 
being "Ghol" for Pseudoseiaena diaeanthus (Lacep), "Koth" for Otolithoi-
des brounneus (Day), "Dhoma" for small mixed sciaenids, "Karkara" for 
Pomadasys hasta (Bloch) and "Ham" for Mw:>aenesox talabonoides (Bleeker). 
CATCH BY VESSEL. PARTICULARS :FROM YEAR TO YEAR AND 
INTENSITY OF FISH ING IN MAJOR AREAS 
The annual catch and catch per hour returns are shown for each 
vessel separately in:Figures 1 to 5 and based on them, the average 
catch, effort and catch rate obtained are shown in Table Ill . These 
indicate roughly the catch per hour proportions of the 3 different 
categories of fishing vessels mentioned earlier , M.T . Kalyani III , 
IV and V and M.F.V . Meenabharathi, the horse powers of which were 300, 
300, 300 and 262 respectively, have been treated together. M. F.V . Jheenga 
and M. F. V. Bumili, the horse powers of which were 153 and 135 respectively 
were grouped as one class . The rest of the'smaller vessels, the horse 
powers of which ranged between 42 and 60 were grouped to constitute 
a third category. The average catch per hour value for Kalyani III for 
the two year period of 1964 and 1965 was only 206.45 kg/hour which is 
low compared to the yield rates of vessels of this class . This was 
because her performance was erratic during 1965 before she was f inally 
lost during that year. The annual catch rates for 1964 and 1965 for this 
vessel were 315 . 46 kg/hour and 203 . 05 kg/hour . It may be seen that the 
annual catch rate for this vessel i n 1964 was up to the expected level. 
Kalyani IV has registered in 1967 a catch rate of 308 . 56 kg / hour. The 
catch rate of 403.91 kg/hour for Kalyani V in 1967 "as a little high for 
the reason that she fished for a only few months in fairly productive 
areas. 
M.F .V. Meenabharathi's annual catch rates were 298 . 52 kg/hour in 
1966 and 321 .70 kg/hour in 1967. In 1965 the catch rate obtained by this 
vessel was low, being 146.37 kg /hour (Fig . 3) because the vessel "as 
spending most of the time after her acquisition in testing the engines 
and gear, making only a few trial hauls . But for this, the annual catch 
r a tes were about 300 kg/hour (Figs . 3 to 5 and Table III). 
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The performance of M. F.V . Jheenga through the entire period of 
1961-1967 has been steady , ranging between 201 . 91 kg/hour to 323 . 21 
kg/hour with an average of 258 . 05 kg/hour . The average catch rates of 
M. F. V. Bumil! for the years 1961-1965 has been 191 . 70 kg/hour. In the 
year 1961 befor e she underwent r epai rs and in 1965 when she was condemned 
and decommissioned, the catch rates varied between 199.51 kg/hour and 
262 . 60 kg/hour . Although the performance of this vessel was below that 
of M. F . V. Jheenga , the two have been t reated together for the reason 
that some of their annual catch rates were approximately the same 
(Figs . 1 to 5 and Table III) . 
In respect of ot her vessels, the annual yield rates have varied 
very widely depending upon the extent of the fi shing effort, condi t ion 
of the vessels and the vari ations i n their horse power, but they averaged 
in general 100 kg / hour . As shown in Table III t he average catch rates 
of vessels under category I are 284 kg/hour , of vessels under category 
II 235 kg/hour and those of category III 100 kg/hour . 
The catch per horse power hour shows in general an inverse 
proportion to the horse powers of the respective vessels, those having 
higher horse power giving low catch per hour returns (Table III) . 
The grouping of the vessels based on variations in the annual 
catch per hour returns only app r oximately indicates their relative 
fishing power s . However, a more detailed investigation was made to 
determine the relative power factors of the three vessels viz . , M. F.V. 
Jheenga, M. F. V. Bumili and M. L. Meera based on results of simultaneous 
fishing operations in some of the areas and it was found that the 
fishing powers of the vessels were in the ratio of 10 : 7:4 respectively 
(Rao and Meenakshisundaram , 1967) .. 
The ca t ch par ticulars year by year for the five year period 
1963- 1967 in the major areas fished by the vessels at Bombay base are 
given in Table IV . Figures 1 to 5 show also the sub- areas covered . 
Altogether 18 major areas have been fished. Seven of them viz., 15-
73 , 17-72, 18-72, 19- 71, 19-72, 20- 70 and 20- 71 have been fished for 
over 100 hours . The best fished major area was 18-72 where 7,780.46 
hours were spent during the per i od , followed by 19-72 where 272.95 
hours and 20-70 where 220 . 39 hours were spent . .Four of the areas 16-
73, 17-73 , 20-69 and 21- 69 have been fished between 50 and 100 hours. 
Five other areas viz . , 16-72, 18-71, 19-70, 20-72 and 22-68 have been 
fished between 12.66 hours and 44 . 92 hours . The remaining major areas 
viz . , 21-68 and 21-70 were fished below 10 hours each . 
As may be seen from the overall catch rates obtained, the major 
areas 15-73, 19-72, 20- 70 , 21-69, 21-70 and 22-68 appear to be very 
productive; and areas 16-72, 16-73 , 17-72, 18-72, 19-71 and 20-71 good. 
Areas 18-71 and 19-70 were poor , whereas the remaining areas were 
moderat~ly good . 
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THE AN~IUAL LANDnlGS AND CATCH COMPOSITION 
The year to year catch particulars are shmm in Figs" 1 to 5 . In 
the seven year period, the catch of 309,133 kg and the catch rate of 
161+.92 kg/hour were the lm,est in 1965; the highest catch of 499,519 kg 
was in 1966 and the highest catch rate of 250 . 70 kg/hour was in 1963. 
The effort expended varied much from year to year. The lowes t fishing 
effort of 1,413 . 44 hours was in 1963 and the highest fishing effort 
expended was 2,331 . 73 hours in 1966 . The annual averages of effort, 
catch and catch per hour values for the period were 1,896 .09 hours, 
391,568 kg and 206 . 51 kg/hour respectively . It may be seen that the 
effort expended in 1961 was aboilt the average ; in 1963 and 1967 it was 
belotv average and in the rest of the years above the average.. The catch 
was below average in 1961 and in 1963 to 1965. The catch per hour was 
below the average in 1961, 1961, and 1965. The poorest catch "lith the 
lowest catch rate in 1965 does not reflect a very low abundance of fish 
in the region, the reason being the loss of one vessel in the months of 
July and the almost total cessation of fishing in the best part of the 
fishing season viz. October to December . It may be mentioned here that 
the number and types of vessels operating in different years varied and 
hence the deviations in the catch rates from the average value have not 
much significance . Catch particulars per vessel have therefore been ex-' 
amined separately as stated earlier. 
The annual catches by categories of fishes, their averages and 
percentages over the seven year period are shown in Table V. The mixed 
catch of small sciaenids viz G "Dhoma", formed over a third and rays near-
ly a quarter of the total catch. Both the groups are relatively low 
period fish. The catch of miscellaneous fishes. was also high, some of 
them being quality fishes like pomfrets, dorab, Bombay duck, perches, 
carangids, ribbon fishes and seer fishes. The moderately priced cat-
fishes and skates were fairly abundant, ranki ng next to miscellaneous 
fishes . Among the quality fishes "Ghol" (Pseudosciaena diacanthus), and 
prawns (mostly Metapenaeus affinis) were a little over 3% each in total 
catch . Among the rest of the quality fishes, "Karkara" (Pomadasys hasta). 
"Koth COtolithoides bl'unneus) , and "Dar a" (Polydactylus indicus) ranked 
next in order . "Wam" (Mw>aene.sox ta7..abonides) , a moderately priced fish , 
was less than 2% of the total catches . 
Fluctuations in catches and catch rates have been observed in 
all groups from year to year. As the catch is bound to vary with the 
effort expended, the catch rates alone have been taken as a measure to 
ascertain the relative abundance of fish categ0ries from year to year. 
The annual catch rates of "Ghol" varied from 4.95 kg/hour cO 9 . 34 kg/hour. 
The yields in general have been more or less s t eady. The r anges bet'l:07een 
the minimum and the maximum catch rat.es of "Koth" (0.8 - 7 .19 kg/hour) 
and of "Dara" (0 . 25 - 3 . 53 kg/hour ) were ver y wide . Based on the catch 
trends of these species in the landings by bull trawlers in Bombay -
Saurashtra waters, Rao e-c al . (1966 lac. cit.) i ndicated declining yields 
from 1958 onwards. The cetch trends reported in the present. paper also 
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show me agre yield!? Of t.h e two, ch t :..:,- h ..:i5 te.s o f nKoth", ci t leas t in 
some years , \Vere a li tt l e better ~ h2!1 thos e of "1)atal! which 'i.V'ere I.mifo .:...l'l-
ly poor , p articula~ly from ~962 t o ~967, The annual cat ch ra tes fo r 
"Kar kara" varied from 2 .47 to 9 . 53 kg / hom. Frem 1964 onwa;:ds the c.a tch 
rates have declined except for 1965 «hen it was about the average . The 
catch rates of "Dhoma" in all ye&r s have been higher than any other single 
category of f ish group and i t s fluc tuati. cns from year to year were not 
marked. However , those of "Hamil were very wl de ; the catch rates ,,,ere 
higher i n 1961 and 1965 t han in other yedrs . There were no di s t i nct 
declining trends in "Ham" , al'Ch0ugh the cato.hes ha'o e be€-n 'msteady. Ca(-
fish yield r a t es have been mote or less steady, Pr alm ca(ch ra~ es hav ,' 
been steady b etween 5 and 6 kg/hou r f rom 1961 to 1964 and 19 67 , but in 
1966 the ca t ch rate '<as over t wice the average , being 12 ,86 kg/hour. In 
1965 the cat ch rate was 1m, for' the reason that the f ishing was almos t 
nil i n the second half 3f the y€a~. The ca t ch rates of rays, sharks and 
skates and miscellaneous fishes hav e ShO\~l no marked annual fluctuations. 
DISTRIBUTION OF FISHES I N LATITUDE ZONES 
The catch particular s of the lar ger vessels f or the period 
1963-1967 year-wise in different l ati tude zones have been studi ed tv 
assess the r egional abundance of the totdl fish catch (Table VI) . For 
this pur pose smaller vessels were not taken int o consideration , h ecaus e 
their opera tions were confined to regions i!1 close -~Ticinity to Bombay 
base. They di d not cover t he southernmost and the nor t hernmost l a (itude 
zones . However, averages for all vessels for ~he same period f or dif ~~~ent 
lati tude zones have a lso been given for comparison . Although the effor t 
and catch particulars are given to ar r ive at the zonal c.-s.teh r a n:: 8 ~ only 
the catch part i culars have been I.aken for the compar ison of t he r egional 
produc tiv ities . 
Altogether 8 lat i tude zones "'ere covered du r ing the perlod. I t 
may be seen that the effort spent was not t.1.e same i n the diffe :cent 
latitude zones. It was t he h ighest in 18°N zone because the vessels were 
fishing in areaS in close proximi ty to t he base for most of the time. 
In the southernmost and northernmost zones , the effor t spent was not 
appreciably high . Still, a distinct pat~ern of distribution was i ndica ted 
in the incre,ase i n catch rates from l8DN l atitude zone wi th 263.89 kg/hour 
to the northernmost zone of 22 0 N with a catch rate of 364 .62 kg/hour. In 
some of the l atitude zones south of 180 N zone als o there ,vas an i ncreas e 
in the catch r ates viz ., in I 50 N zone off Goa (387.84 kg / hour) and 160 N 
zone off Nal van (267.40 kg/hour) . Systematic expl oratory t rawling was 
undertaken t owards the end of 1967 (November-December only) off Goa where 
the effort spen t was not of a high order, but t he ca tch rates obtai ned 
were fairly high . The increase in catch trends t owards north and towards 
sout h of l8°N latitude zone is seen not only from the total catch rates 
for the 5 y ear period, but also in a genera l ,;ray in the data for the 
individual years . 
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The catch rates for all vessels for the 5 years period also shoued 
the same trends in the differen t latitude zones, However, in lSoN and 
19 0 N zones the overall catch rates for all vessels were a little less 
than the corresponding values for larger vessels only. This was due to 
the fact that the smaller vessels with comparatively lower catch rat es 
had b r ought down the values when all vessels were treated together . In 
the extreme north and south zones this disparity did not occur because 
the larger vessels only were in operation. 
To ascer tain the regional distribution of the different categories 
of fishes the catch rates and the percentage proportion of each category 
of fish in 10 latitude zones have been computed and shown i n Table VII for 
the period 1963-1967 for the larger vessels . It is seen that the catch 
rates and percentage proportion of "Ghol" "ere the h ighest in 220 N lati-
tude zone. In general t hey were fai r ly high from ISoN to 220 N and poor 
in 160 N and 17°N latitude zones . A very similar distribution pattern for 
"Koth" was also seen except that the yields were low in 190 N latitude 
zone. "Dhoma" catch ra tes were the highest in ISoN latitude zone and 
high in 210 N and 22 0 N latitude zones . The highest percentage yield for 
this group was from 2loN latitude zone (Porbundar). The yield rates for 
"Dara" were poor in all zones, but 160N and 2ZoN latitude zones were a 
little better than other zones. Catch rates f or "Karkara" were high in 
17°N and 18°N lati t ude zones and moderately high in 19 0 N, 200 N and 22°N 
latitude zones . The catch rates for "Warn" \-Jere higher in the northern 
latitude zones of 19 0 N to 22 0 N t han in the southern zones . The highest 
catch rate and the percentage catch were from 22°N latitude zone. Cat-
fish yields were extremely good in ISoN to l7 0 N and 2ZoN latitude zones. 
?,e cgtch r~tes and thep,,~c"'1-~~g'1~J?Pprt::i,~I) pfgrawns .were the highest 
ln 18 N latltude zone andranklI)!~·:!t",~Vwas·theI9 N latltude zone. For 
rays also the catches, catch rati>sand percentage in t ota l ca tch wer" 
th" highest in 180 N latitude zone and r anking next was 200 N latitude 
zone ~ Sharks and skates were best obtained from I8DN latitude zone , 
but their p"rcentage proportion and the catch rates were higher in the 
l6°N , 19 0 N, 200 N latitude zones . The catch rates for mis cellaneous fishes 
were the highest from ISoN latitude zone, but 16°N and 19 0 N lat itude zones 
also gave very high catch rates . The p"rc"nta§" catch was t he highest in 
the 160 N latitude zone and ranking next was 19 latitude zone for this 
group of fishes. 
SEASONAL CATCH TRENDS 
Monthly catch particular s fo r individual years during 1963-1967 
and the respective quarterly averages of the to tal fish are given i n 
Table VIII. It is seen that the average catch and t he catch r ates for 
the 5 year period were the highest in the fourth quar ter. The third 
quarter's catch was the lowest, but the catch rate was very high, next 
i n rank to the catch rate of the ,fourth quarter. The first and the 
second quarters ' catches and the catch r ates were fairly high and more 
or less of the same magnitude. This order of t he average quar terly 
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catches and catch rates was seen in the years 1964, 1966 and 1967 . The 
deviation from the normal trend was seen in the fourth quarter of 1963 
and 1965 due to poor fishing (Bumili ,,,as laid up in 1963 and Kalyani III 
was lost in 1965). 
The monthly averages followed almost the same trends as in the 
respective quarters . Taking the monsoon months of July to September, it 
was found that the catch rates were a little higher than in most other 
months, August registering the highest monthly average catch rate. 
Similar trends of very high catch r ates in some of the monsoon months 
are seen in the data for the individual years also . 
It may be summed up that fishing was extremely good from 
October to December, thereafter fair up to May and poor i n the monsoon 
months. The change over from fair to poor fishing activity was about 
the middle of June. Fishing in the monsoon months cannot be intensive 
because of the i nclement weather conditions, although the catch rates, 
as stated earlier, were extremely h i gh. 
The monthly and quarterly averages for catches and catch rat es 
in respect of the categories of f ishes are shown in Figures 6 and 7 and 
Table IX. "Ghol" catches were found to be highest in the first quarte r , 
lowest in the third quarter and high in the second and fourth quarters . 
That "Ghol" occurs in equal abundance all the year round was indicated 
in the catch rates being more or less the same in all the quarters 
ranging from 7 . 14 to 8.35 kg/hour . As observed in the total fish ca t ch 
trends, "Ghol" catch ra t es also were very high in some of the monsoon 
months . In general it may be said that t he fishery started from October , 
reached a peak by about J anuary-February and lasted till about the 
beginning of June. 
The catches and the catch rates of "Koth" were the highest in 
the first quarter and Im"est in third quarter. In fourth quarter, t he 
catches and catch rates ranked next to firs t quarter; the second 
quarter's yield and yield rate were moderate. The monthly catch trends 
indicate that the f ishery 'laS of a short duration from about November 
to February with high yields, the catch and catch rates being generally 
poor in the rest of the months (exception June 1965 when the catch and 
catch rates were high viz ., 2 , 803 kg and 13 . 85 kg/hour respe ctively). 
The average catch and catch rates for "Dhoma" were the highest 
in fourth quar ter. In the third quarter, the catch was the lowest , but 
the catch r ate was fairly high ranking next to that of the fourth 
quarter . The catch and the ca t ch rates were fairly high in the first 
and the second quarters . The monthly average catch trends indicate 
extremely high catch rates from October to December. In the rest of 
the months the catches and catch rates followed the same order as the 
quarterly averages. In general it may be said that "Dhomau were obtaine.d 
best f'-'CQTh CJct...Q'c~.:'r. '=..a "'\)e.~ell\'ue."'r. .. 'cu.\. al..sQ -l..n ia\:r a\:m:n.a..ance. in tne Y:e.st 
of tbe montbs . 
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IIDa ra" ca t ches have been so extremely poor in recent years that 
it is not possible to assess any seasonal catch trends. However, with 
the availab le data i t is seen tha t the catch and catch rates were the 
highest in the first quarter . There was a sharp f al l in the yields in 
the second quarter and this continued through the third and fourth 
quarters. Monthly catch trends indicate that the fishery was at its 
best fr om December to March. There is no indication of the monsoon 
months giving either high catches or high catch rates . 
The quarterly averages for "Karkara" showed that the catches 
were highest in the first quarter, fair l y high in the second and fourth 
quarters and lowes t in the third quarter . The catch rates were highest 
in the fourth quarter, high in the first and ' the second quarters and 
lowest in the third quar t er . The monthly trends indicate a good fishery 
from October to May . In June t here was a sharp fall in the yields. In 
August during monsoon months in some years there was a slight increase 
in the yield rates . 
"Warn" is best obtained in the second quarter "ith very high 
yield rates . The fishery was fairly good in the first quarter. Yields 
and yield rates decreased in the third quarter, but showed a slight 
improvement in the fourth quarter . Monthly catch trends indicate an 
increase in yield rates from November, cont i nued till July; thereafter 
they were extremely poor till October . 
Cat-fish yields were of more or less of the same high magnitude 
in t he first and the fourth quarters and ranking next in the second 
quarter . In the third quarter although the yields were the lo"est, the 
catch rate was highest . The peak cat ches were obtained from November 
to February . In the rest of the months also the catches and the catch 
rates were fai rly high . 
Prawn yields and yield rates "ere found to be very high in the 
second and fourth quarters . In the first and the third quarters the 
yields were more or less of the same magnitude, but the catch rates were 
the lowest in the first quarter and highest in the third quarter . 
January-February showed very poor yields; there was slight improvement 
in the yields in March; peak catches were obtained in April-May; there 
was a decline in June, but i n the succeeding months the catch and catch 
rates again showed an increase reaching a second peak by about October; 
by November there was a s light fall ,in the yields and this continued 
to December. In some years the f i rst peak in April-May is absent . 
The average yields f?r rays were the highest in the first 
quarter , lowest in t he third quarter and moderately high in the second 
and fourth quarters . The catch rates were highest in the third quarter 
and more or less the same in the first, second and fourth quarters. 
There was no definite season for the fishery, the catches and the catch 
rates being high i n almost all the months . 
The quarterly and monthly cdtch trends for sharks and skates 
follm? exactly the same pattern of distribution as found in ray s . 
The miscellaneous fishes "'ere best obtained with the high es t 
catch rat.e in the fourth quarte r . Their yields Here fairly high in the 
f irst and the s e cond quarters , b ut poo r in the third quarter . However , 
t he catch rates in these three quarters \Vere approxi mately the s ame 
(ab ou t 28 to 32 kg/hour). Monthly catch trends ind i cate high yield and 
h igh yield rates f r om September to April. 
ABUNDANCE OF FI SH CATCHES BY DEPTH 
Analysis by depth of Lhe fish catches obtained by the l a rger 
ves sels (Kalyani III, IV and Y.., Meenabharathi and Jheenga) during the 
3 years period from 1965- 1967 in the several 10 l at i t ude zones has 
bee n at tempted and the results presented in Table X to XII. As seen 
from Table X, taking all zones together, the cat ch ra tes were found 
to be high from 11 M to 60 H depths; they were particularly v ery high 
from t,l M to 60 M depths . The b ulk of t he catches came from 11 M to 
50 M depths , the highest yield bein g obtained fr om the 21- 30 M depth 
zone and t h e 31-40 N zone ranking next. The effort spent in f ishing 
was appreciably higher in the 11 M to 40 M depth zones . 
The overall catch rates ob tained in individua l 10 l atitude Zones 
differ only s lightly from those observed for all zones combi ned . In 
the following account latitude-zoned distribution of total fish and 
categories of fis hes in differen t dep th zones is given . 
Depth-Hise dist r ibution of al l f ish in different latitude zones 
In the l 5 0 N latitude zone high ca tch rates were registere d from 
11 M t o 50 H depths. The shallower dep ths of 11-2 0 M Here found richer 
than 31-40 1'1 and 41-50 1'1 depth zones. During November and De cember 
alo''H~ there ~]as fishing . In general the catch rates i n Nov ember 'l;Y'ere 
be t ter tha;). in December, e x cept in 21-30 H zone (Table XI) . 
In l6 0 N lat itude zone also the catch rates were found to be 
very high from grounds in 11 H to 50 M depths but the d eeper zones of 
31- 40 M and 41-50 M had given higher catch rates than the shal low depth 
zones. There was fishing for 4 calender months. In April an extremely 
high catch rate (637.33 kg/hour) was obtained i n 41 - 50 1'1 depth zone. 
During the same month high catch rates (333.50 kg/honr to 425.40 kg/hour) 
were obtained from 11 11 to 40 H depth zones also . The catch rates were, 
however, poor in depths over 51 M (1l6.l4 kg/hour to 125 .00 kg/hour). 
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In l70N latitude zone the catch rates obtained were much lower 
than in the 2 preced;ng latitude zones . The shallo"er depths up to 1,0 M 
h ad registered onl y n:oderately high catch rates (118.57 kg/hour to 160 .52 
kg/hour) . The highest catch rate (294.00 kg/hour) was from 51-60 N depth 
Zone. The e ffor t expended in the d i fferent depth zones was poor (Table 
X). There is, however, some indication that this latitude zone is also 
somewhat productive fo r the reason that fairly high catch ra tes (351. SO 
kg/hour to 400.00 kg/hour) were obtained in April from depths 11 M to 
40 M. 
As stated earlier the 180 N latitude zone >laS most intensively 
fished. A remarkable increase in catch rates "as observed from grounds 
in very shallow depths to those up to 60 M (104 . 00 kg/hour to 371. 60 
kg/hour). The catch rates in still deeper waters showed a dO>ffi"ard 
trend . Fairly high catch rates (301.16 kg/hour to 371.60 kg/hour) were 
obtained from grounds at depths of 31 M to 60 N (Table X). As in Table 
XI in the first quarter a greater concentration of fish was observed in 
the deeper waters viz . , 31 M to 70 N than in shallower depths. In April 
and May fairly high catch rates (up to 382.60 kg/hour) were obtained from 
all depth zones with a few exceptlons. In June the catch rates increased 
steadily from shallower to deeper waters up to 70 M. In July the con-
centration of fish was higher in 31-40 H depth zone than in other depth 
zones fished . In August almost uniformly high catch rates were obtained 
from 11 M to 50 H depths ( 293.56 kg/hour to 377 .82 kg/hour).. In 
September to December the catch rates showed a tendency to increase on 
grounds in very shallow waters over t hose in deepe r wa ters up to 60 :! 
(Table XI) . 
In 190 N latitude zone the cater, rates ,.ere v e!:y high from 41 }! 
to 60 M (433.47 kg/hour to 439.30 kg/hour) and moderat e from 11 H to 
[,0 H depths (158.67 kg/hour to 233.17 kg/hour. ) From January to March 
the catch rates showed an increase from the shallower to the deeper 
grounds . In April the catch rates were very high (318.80 kg/hour to 
460.5.5 kg/hour) in all depth zones fished. Hay and June have shown com-
paratively greater concentrations of fish on the grounds at depths 31 M 
to 50 N. In September and October extremely high catc h rates were 
registered from grounds at depths of H M to 60 H (up to 809.37 kg/hour). 
In November and December the catch rates were high both in the shallower 
and deeper waters. l'articularly in t he latter month the concentration 
was more ill deeper waters of 41 N to 60 H (Table XI) . 
In 200 N latitude zone uniformly and fairly high catch rates were 
obtained from 21 M to 60 H. The catch rates were comparatively lower in 
depths of 61 M to 80 H (Table X). The highest month l y catch rate was in 
September (1,449.23 kg/hour) from 41-50 }! depth zone . In the rest of t he 
months when there was fishing the catch rates were neither appreciably 
high nor low (Table XI). 
In 2loN latitude zone a very h igh catch rate "'as obtained f r om 
11-20 M depth zone (320 . 1,0 kg /hour). In gene ral at depths of 21 M to 
50 M the catch r ates were moderately high. The fishing e ffort e.'<pended 
in this zone was poor and only 3 calen dar months ~lere covered. The 
highes t catch rate (320 . 39 kg/hour) was in February from the 11- 20 M 
depth zone . 
In 220 N latitude zone the catch rates were fairly and uniformly 
h igh from 21 M to 60 M dep ths (203 .7 8 kg/hour to 232 . 79 kg/hour ) . The 
fishing effort was very 10<1 and the sh allower and deeper zones were not 
covered ~ There was fishing only in 1 month . 
Distribution by depth of fish categori es in different latitude zones 
As judged by the high catch rates ob tained, the concentration 
of "Ghol" was high in 11 M to 40 M dep ths i n lSoN to l70N latitude zones. 
Similar high concentrations occurre d in l SoN to 200N and 22 0N latitude 
zones bet<1een depths from 21 H to 50 N o r even up to 60 M. Also in 
deeper waters of 61-70 M a nd 71- 80 H in the 190N and 200N latitude zones 
r espectively there wa s abundance of "~Ghol! ! . 
"Koth" in the northe rn latitude zones of 210N and 2ZoN was ob-
tained at higher catch rates t han in the southern zones . In the said 
t<10 lati t ude zones high catch rates were recorded from depths 21 M to 
50 H or even up to 60 H. In 19 0N and ZOoN latitude zones the catch rates 
were comp aratively higher from the 21-30 M zone ",,,d t ;,e 41 -60 11 .'~ one re spect -
ively . In IS oN latitude zone h i gh catch rates were obtained from grounds 
i n depths of 11 M to [fO H. In l50N to 17 0N lati t ude zones, in the 
depths fished "Kothl! "'las either ni l or extremely scarce ~ 
Catch r ates of ' JDhoma'~ i.n contras t with those of IIKoth" in 
general were of a high order in all depths in the southern latitude zone 
of l5~ and poor in 22°N. " Dhoma " cat c h rates were fa ir l y high in 15 N 
to 170 N latitude zones in depths of 11 H to 30 H / 50 H. In l70N lati-
tude zone good concentrat ion s ,,'ere observe d in the 51-60 M zone also. 
High "atch rates ,.ere realL;e d in l SoN latitude zone at all dep ths from 
11 M to 70 M. In 190n, 200n and 2Z D N latitude zones "Dhoma" was more 
abundant in 31 H to 60 M depths. In ZIoN latitude zone a significantly 
high concentration of this grou p was found only in the 11-20 zone 
(Table XII) . 
"Dara" catches ",ere nil at all depth s fished in lSoN and l70N 
lat i tude zones ~ Even in other latitude zones l iDara ~ ! was very poor l y 
represented. Umvever, i .n 16°N and I SoN to 21°N the catch rates tvere 
f a irly in depths of 21-40 M. In ZOoN to 2ZoN latitude zones also fair 
ca t ch rates for this species "'ere registered from depths up to 60 H. 
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"Karara" catch rates in 150 N to l70N and 200 N latitude zones were 
fairly high from the 21-30 M depths . In lSoN latitude zone fairly good 
catch rates were obtained from the 21-30 M zone and hi gh cat ch rates from 
the 31- 70 M zone . In 19 0 N, 2loN and ZZoN latitude zones high catch rates 
w~re observed in the depths from 41 M to 50 1e / 60 M depths (Table XII). 
"Warn" catch rates were either very poor or nil in the l5 0 N to 
l7 0 N latitude zor,es in all depths fished . In the 1S~ lati t ude zone 
appreciably high catch rates were obtai ned f r om the 6l-S0 M zone for 
this species . In the 190 N l a titude zone fai r ly hi gh catch rates were 
registered from all depth zones . High ca tch r ates were also obtained 
from 2loN latitude zones from a ll depths . However, the concentration of 
fish was comparatively higher i n the 7l-S0 M zones in the 200 N latitude 
zone and the 21-50 M ze>ne in the 220 N latitude Zones from all depths. 
However, t he concentrat ion of fish was compar a tively higher in the 7l-S0 
M zone in the 200 N lati t ude ZOlle and the 21-50 M zones in the 22 0 N 
lati tude Zone . 
Cat-fish catch rates have been high from all depths but in 
general high concentrations wer e found in 41-60 M depths in almost all 
latitude zones fished. 
Prawn catch rates were very high from 11 M / 21 M to 30 M 
depths in the l5 0 N, lSoN, 19 0 N and 210 N lati tudes zones . In the l60 N 
latitude Zone the highest catch r ate was f r om the 41-50 M depth zone, 
in the 170 N latitude zone from the 51-60 M depth zone and i n the 22 0 N 
latitude zone from the 41-50 M depth zone . In the 200 N latitude zone 
the catch rates were uniformly low in all depths fished but were a 
little higher from the 51 M to SO M zone . 
The catch rates for rays in all latitude zones were high in 
depths 11 M / 21 M to 30 M / 50 M. 
Sharks and skates have been found in all depths . The differen-
ces in their distribution pattern i n different depths in different 
latitude zones were not marked . 
In most of the latitude zones the concentration of the mis-
cellaneous fishes was fairly high in depths from 11 M to 60 M. Their 
catch rates were very high in the 150 N latitude zone from 11 M to 50 M 
depths. The highest catch rate f or this group of fishes was from the 
l60 N latitude zone at 31-40 M depths. 
Thus it may be seen that "Ghol" occurred in all depths up to 
60 M in most of the latitude zones and also in deeper waters up to SO M 
in some of the northern latitude zones ~ "Koth" catch rates were high 
from depths 11 M to 60 11 in latitude zones from lSoN to 2Z oN. "Dhoma" 
catch rates were high in all latitud2 zones from all depths except the 
northern latitude zone where the abundance ,,'as mostly in the shallower 
waters. "Karkara" catch rates were high from 21 H to 70M depths in 
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the different latitude zones . A good concentration of "Warn" was found 
from both the shallower and deeper waters from 190 N to 22oN. Cat- fish 
catch rates were compar atively higher in the 41 }! to 60 M depths in 
almost a l l latitude zones . Prawns were abundant in shallower depths up 
t o 30 M in most of the latitude zones and fairly high concentrat ions 
were found in grounds from deeper '>a,ters also in some of the southern 
latitude zones . Catch rates fo r rays were very high from the shallower 
depths and for sharks and skates from all depths in all latitude zones. 
Mis cellaneous fishes were mostly abundant in depths from 11 M to 60 M. 
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 
The foremost objective of exploratory fishing is to locate 
regions of abundance of fish by total catches and by ca t egories of 
fishes so that commercial operati ons may be successfully under t aken by 
eliminating less productive regions and intensifying fishing i n the 
more productive ones . The operations of S. T. Will iam Carr ick f or the , 
period 1921-1922 (Hefford, 1949) indicated for the-hi's 't time- t hat 
catch returns from the Gulf of Kutch and Kathiawar coasts were higher 
than from other regions . Subsequently the exploratory fish i ng by the 
Government of India vessels and commercial fishing by the Ne,,, India 
Fisheries Company's trawlers furnished very valuable data on the r egional 
catch t rends of the fish groups in the 6 regions from Bombay to Kutch 
i n the north western division (Jayaraman et al . 1959; Rao et al.,1966 
and Rao, 1967). 
In this report the catch trends of the Governmnent of India 
vessels are presented in 10 l atitude zone . These zones are all uniform, 
having a s outh to north distance of 60 nautical mil es. This is not the 
case in respect of regions hitherto followed; the south t o north di s -
tance in Bombay is 100, Cambay 60, Veraval 20, Porbundar 60, Dwarka 40 
and Kutch 80 nautical mil es. Half degree latitude zones are preferable 
to 10 latitude zones as they aim at greater accuracy in assessing the 
zonal variations in catch trends, but the coverage of the fishing 
expecially in the northeL~most and sou thernmost a r eas i s no t adequate 
enough at present to adopt zones less than 10 latitude intervals. 
In Table XIII the regional annual catches of all fish obtained 
by bull trawlers of the New India Fisheries Company for the period 
1957-1962 are interpolated t~ facilitate comparison with the results 
ob t ained by the Government of India vessel s agains t 10 latitude zones. 
The ca t ch pe r hour values by bull trawling are for a pair of vessels and 
thos e by otter t rawlers are for single vessel operat ions. Hence the 
average zonal catch rates for t he Government of I ndia vessels are 
doubled to equalize the catch per hour data of the bull trawlers (Da ta 
after Rao, 1967). As in the earlier findings, the pr esent i nves tigations 
also show a northward incr ease in abundance from Bombay to Kutch. In 
the earlier operations the southern regions were not covered and it is 
for the first time that a trend towards an increase in catches in the 
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regions south of Bombay is reported . However, this needs confirmation 
by further exploration s i nce t he effort spent in r egions south of Bom-
bay was low. 
As rega.rds the ·regiona1 abundance of f ish groups (Table VII) 
it 'is seen that "Ghal'!, "Koth" 11 IIDara", cat-fishes, prawns, rays and 
shar ks and skates follow almost t he 5ame pattern as was presented by 
the bul l trawlers operating from this base (Rao, 1966) . In the present 
f i ndings very high catch rates for "Dhoma" are r ecorded f rom ISoN (Goa), 
22 0 N (Dwarka, Kutch S) and 2loN (Porbundar) and for mi s cellaneous fishes 
from 1SoN (Goa), 19 0 N (Bombay N, Cambay S) and 160 N (Malvan) . The bull 
trawler operations have registered higher catch r ates f or "Dhoma" from 
Por bundar, Cambay and Veraval and for mis cellaneous fishes Kutch, Por -
bundar and Veraval. The differences are not: significant as these t:wo 
groups are abundant in all zones . "Karkara" are known from earlier 
s tudies to be comparatively more abundant in the northern regions viz . , 
Ku tch , Dwarka and Porbundar, but they are also observed in !lreater 
quantities from the more southern l atitude zones l7 0 N to 19 N. In 
respect of lT~oJ'am", the earlier findi ngs s how its abundance in Cambay, 
Veraval and Bomba6, and it is now reported i n greater abundance from 22 0 N, 19~ and 21 N latitude zones . The low and uns teady yields of 
bo t h species i n recent years make it difficult to assess their overall 
regional abundance wi th any accuracy 0 
Regar ding dis tribution by dept h of fishes in the Bombay -
Saurashtra waters Jayaraman et aL (1959 have shown that 
the bulk of t he yields came fr:>m about the 20 fathom line, wi th " Dara" 
and "Koth" in relatively gr eater . abundance in the landward side and 
"Ghol" , "Karkara" to the seaward side . In the present i nvestigation , 
41 M to 60 M (22-33 fathoms) depths have been found to give very h i gh 
catch rates for all fishes, t he major portion of t he yields coming 
f rom 21 M to 40 M (12-22 fathoms) dep ths . The distribution of "Ghol" 
both in t he shallower and deeper water s as revealed i n the present 
investigation is in agreement with the ear lier findings; "Koth" and 
"Dara" were mo"e abundan t in shallower water s, with the exception of 
some of t.he northern latitude zones wher e yields were fai rly high also 
from comparativ e ly deeper waters ., In general f1Karkarall and lI\-Jamtt 
yields were rela tively higher from deeper '.aters as i n the earlier 
f i ndi ngs. 
Kagwade (1967) had shown t hat prmm cat ch rates were of a 
very high o·rder i n Cambay and Bombay regions i n the bull trawler 
landi ngs during 1956-1963, The present findings also point to com-
paratively greater abundance in t he ISoN latitude zone (Bombay S) and 
190 N latitude zone (Bombay Nand Camb ay S) . Kagwade (Le . oit.) has 
found no marked c oncentrat ion of prawns in any definite depth zone~ 
The present findings rep ort high ca t ch rates both from the shallOl,er 
and deep er dep t h zones in some of the latitude zones and taki ng all 
the lati tude zones together it is seen t ha t t he relat ively greater 
abundance of pr mvIlS is in t:he shalloweI dep th zones 4 
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In any zou :- t he 2 ..i.ba:re:l.s;.ary widely fY.)ffi one another f rom t he 
poinI: of view of abundance of flsh c at"hes . Hence the assessmen t of 
yields by suba reas is ess en t~al Fo ! Lile period from 1961 t o 1965 t:1e 
productive areas ?e'lealed by 'he explo",cory fishing operations by the 
larger vessels of ~h" GO'JE.rnment ::f India Deep Sea Fishi nr. Station wer e 
s h own in an earlier pub lication (Rao, 1967 ). During the ye ars 1966 
and 1967 the subar eas IS-nnC, 6 C, 6D, 19- 7 2/ 1B and 20-eO / oC had 
gi v en at times over 1, 000 kg/hour ; areas i5- 73i4E , 3D, 18-72/3E , 6B, 
19- 72/1D and 2A between 750 kg/h:mY and 999 kg/hour ; a reas Is-73 / 2D, 
3C , 4C, SC, l8- 72! 2D, sn, 19-72flC and 20- 70jsC between 500 kg/hour 
and 749 kg / hour ; areas 15-73 / 4D, l8- 72/4D, 4E , If. , 6E and 19- 72/1E 
between 400 kg / hom and /,99 kg/hour ; a r eas lS- 73{3E, 4B, 5D, l 8·-72/ l F , 
<ie:, 3D, 4C end 19-71f 3F between 300 kg/hom and 399 kg/hour and are'lS 
IS- 73/2C and 16-73 /1B between 200 kg / hour and 299 ~{g/hour. 
For ill.ltiat ng commer cial tra\{ling operations the fish iiH( 
indus t ry requires estimates of annual yields hy each type nf vesse::;_ . 
The se are furnished 1".: Table XIV . A vessel of }:alyanJ. type by ('~;-:te .. ' 
travllillg in :"'ombay Saura.3ht-'-a 1-.r;::x ters is exp~cted to Sl.ve an :.:nnual 
averaf, f-~ yield of about 4 -.,'9 metrj:: tons of flSh ~ of 1-:e t":!na1: harat1-3_ t.YIH~ 
about l~24 n etrie t.o!ls : of Jh~:.!f ___ 8: typ e Ih)8 metric tons ; 9£ Buru1t typt~ 
302 metric tons ; of lleer". type: 147 l.letric tons and Sagarpravas i t ype 
144 metric tons of fis~ i ihe max i mum and rciniiiiUD1 yip-Ids ar e :lls r. 
g ivel! J n the table . 7hesc estimates at'(:: based on the ob serveci r:;i,nimuLl . 
maximum and average catch rat".es o bta i ned by (he yespect:ive vessels. 
The numher of fishing days alone has been increased t o t he exten t to 
which operations are considered feasib l e , The smal ler v2ss els are 
considered su~table only for dally 1T0y ages As more time is los t in 
re a ching and retur ... ling f rom the fislll_ng g rounds the number of hauls 
t8,ken by thelH p~~r day i s li.'!1_i t ed to L~, each of one and half hours (~ura-' 
t.ion ~ Ti.le l;'1.r ger vesse l s afLer r ,~ach j:~1g the fishing g roundS :-!r e e:'<.-
pee ted to take. atleast 5 hau . s a jay as they (1 :.. hot j·.?; turn to the po~t 
the same. day < r-..:ring t he motlSl)on pet i od or 3 lltontl S;. ti.!2 nUi\'ber of 
fishing days has been :::-educed to a third of the t otal days a s mas t 
days <Ire unsuitable for fishing operations due to inclement weath e r 
condit ions. 
Between lat itudes of I SoN to 230 30 ' N on the continental s helf 
of t he north ",estern div.lsion of India from Goa to Kutc.h up t o 100 
fathoms depths ~ there ate. about 6Jr) qmall s ubareas of 100 nautical 
s quare miles each, thus g •. v~ng a total of G8 ,000 nautical 
s quare ,niles of f ishable gr ounds . Of these in the period of 1 961 to 
1967 only 251 subareas have been covered, extending over 25 ,100 
nautical s quare miles. What .l s cequired in exp~ol'atory fishing i s 
repeated t rawling in ehe squares fall i ng in the same latitude zones at 
periodical interval:; to asses s seasoni!l productivity, but the cC\Terage 
even in this small number of squares, particularly t hose in t he 
s ou the ramost and the northernmos r.: latitude zones '\fas mos t inadequa t e. 
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This is because of the insufficient number of su.itable exploratory 
fishing vessels. At no period were more than 6 exploratory vessels 
operating from the Bombay base. Even among these only 1 or 2 were 
of the la.rger type capable of fishing in depths up to 60-80 metres. 
From Bombay as the base the southernmost latitude zone is about 240 
nautical miles and the northernmost latitude zone is about 400 
nautical miles. The inadequacy of facilities for berthing and dis-
posal of catches at the nearby ports forced the vessels to return 
to Bombay base with the catches each time after fishing in the 
northern or southern grounds. The only base at Veraval with some 
minimum facilities for the above purposes was closed down in 1966 
for want of sufficient number of fishing vessels. 
Different types of trawls viz., otte r trawls and bull trawls 
have been t.ried and their relative merits have been assessed, but 
o ther types of gBdr such as midHa:er trawls.) PU-'::E'~-s eines and l ong 
l ines have been little used i n thl~ expLoratory fi shing operations in 
this region by the Government of India vessels. Although initial 
attempt s have been made to determine the fishing vessel efficiency, 
gear efficiency and standardization of fishing effort, these aspects 
of exploratory progrannnes have not received much attention. 
The correlation of oceanographic and other environmental 
data with the regional fish catches is important but the information 
so far available is insufficient for drawing any conclusion, owing 
to the lack of facilities on board the fishing vessels for the collec-
tion of such data. What i.s most urgently requ ired is a fleet of 
suitable re search" cum-exploratoty fbhing vessels provided with mo-
dern types of fishing gear and oceanographic equipment . The future 
plans should aim at exploration of the deeper waters of the continen-
tal shelf and beyond on to t he contiaental slope . A good deal of 
i nformation on t he biology of the component species of the trawler 
landings has: been collected, but a large: number of species still re-
mains to be studied. While the catch per hour returns in the annual 
landings do not show wide fluctuations, some of the component species 
like "Dara ll and t1Koth'1 have declined sharply in recent years, a matter 
wh ich requires immediate attention. 
SUM''ARY 
1. Eleven vessels of the Government of India Deep Sea Fish-
ing Station, Bombay, parti.ci.pated in the exploratory fishing ·operations 
dur ing 1961 - 1967. Their B.H.P. varied from 42 to 300, gross tonnage 
fr om 9.95 to 123.24 and length from 9.62 to 27.82 metres. They used 
otter trawls of different specif ica tions. 
2. The vessels covered 25.100 nautical square miles on the 
continental shelf betlJeen l atitudes 150 N to 23 0 l0'N and longitudes 
680 l0'E to 730 S0'E, 
3 . The log data of the vessels formed the basis for the 
analysis of the catch data. The catch per trawli ng hour was taken 
for judging the relative productivity of the different areas and 
seasonal abundance of fish catches. 
4. The vessels were grouped i n 3 catego r i es viz. , those be-
tween 201-300 B. H.P., those bet"een 101-200 B. H. P. and the rest below 
100 B.ll . P , The average annual catch rates ,,,ere about 284 kg/hour for 
vessels under category I, 235 kg ihour fo r those under category II and 
100 kg/hour for those unde r category I I I . 
5. Eighteen major areas were fished . Areas 15-73, 19-72, 
20-70, 21-69, 21- 70 and 22- 68 were found to give very high yields. 
Among the rest 16-72, 16-73, 17-72, 18- 72, 19-71 and 20-71 showed 
fairly high catch rates. 
6. The annual averages in the 7 year period of 1961-1967, 
for the fish i ng effort, ca tch and catch rates were 1,896 . 09 hours , 
391,568 kg and 206.51 kg/hour respectively. The range of the annual 
catches was from 309 , 133 kg 1:0 499,519 kg, of effort from 1,413.44 
hours to 2,331. 73 hours and of catch r ates from 164.92 kg/hour to 
250 . 70 kg/hour in different years dur i ng the 7 year period. 
7 . The mixed sciaenids, "Dhoma", formed over a third and 
rays about a quarter of the total catch . Among the rest, in the de-
creasing order of abundance, mis cellaneous f ishes formed 15 . 04%, 
cat- fishes 7 . 05%, sharks and skates 6.31%, "Ghol" 3 . 63%, prawns 3 . 07%, 
"Karkara" 2.69%, IIHamli 1 . 60;~ , t)Koth t' 1 . 60% and "Dara l! 0 . 65% . 
S . Th2 flClcruati ons in the catch rates from year to year 
have. not been foun3 V 2 '!:'Y \\"'i de i n l'Gh8 1 1:, "Dhoma ll , cat-fishes, prawns, 
rays , sharks and skate s and niscl.~llaneous fishes, 't-lhile those in "Kath t, 
t~ ~ BJ:-a" , I:Karkara" and "1\famt : ve.r-e very marked. 
9 . Eight latitude zone.s "t.]ere fi shed during the 5 year period 
of 1963-1967 . There ,,'as a north,"ard i ncrease in the catches from 180 N 
latitude zone with 263 . 89 kg/hour to 220 N latitude zone with a catch 
rate of 364.62 kg/hour. To sout.h of ISoN latitude zone also there was 
an incre c:.se in ca tch rates t8 267 .. 40 kg/hou r in 160 N latitude zone and 
to 387.84 kg/hour in 15°1' latitude zone . 
10.. In respect of categories of fishes the catch rates Here the 
highest for "Ghol", ::Koth tl , r: ~·7affitl, c at-fishes and sharks and skates in 
220N latitude zon e; for pr2xms in ISoN l atitude zone.; for "Karkarall in 
170 N latitude zone ,mn for "Dhoma" and miscellanGous fishes in ISoN 
latitude zone ," nnara" ca-:.ch rate3 V.~ere po or in all zone s "t\.,.here the.y 
occurred. 
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11 . The seasonal trends for all fishes showed the highest 
yields in the fou.rth quarter; the f i shery of "Ghol" was found to be 
from October t o June. with peak catches i n January-February and of 
"Koth" f r om November to February with peak cat ch in about December. 
"Dhoma" was best obtained from October to December but also in fair 
abundance in t he rest of the months ; "Karkara" was best from October 
to May and "\vam" from November to Jul y . Cat- fishe s were abundant all 
round the year, but best obtained f rom November to February . Prawns 
generally showed two peaks, t he first in April-May and the second in 
about OC1:ober . For rays, sharks and skates there was no distinct 
season, but the catches were the highest in the first quarter . For 
miscellaneous f i shes the highest. yields ... ere from October to April. 
12 . The analYSis by depth of the catches for t he period 
1963-1965 revealed that the bulk of the catches came from 21 M to 40 M 
depths . In gener al taking a l l latitude zones together, the catch 
rates were very h igh f rom 41 M to 60 M dep ths . Catch rates for total 
fish in individual latitude zones f ollow t he same pattern with slight 
variations . For i ndiv i dual categories of f ishes, latitudinal occurrence 
in different depth ranges at 10 M in tervals has been recorded . 
13 . The mer its of taki~g 1 0 latitude zones over the higher Tc"' 
adopted regions from Bombay to Kutch have been discussed . The catch 
trends revealed by the present investigations have been found to be 
comparable with those in the earlier findings . 
1.4 . Similar ities and di fferences in the regional and depth-
wise dis tribution of different categories of fishes between the present 
and the earl ier findings have been pointed out. 
15 . Productive areas revealed by exploratory fishing have been 
grouped according to catch per hour re turns . 
16 . Based on the actual minimum, max imum and average catch 
rates obtained in t he exploratory fishing operations, estimates of annual 
yields by t he different types of vessels have been made for helping the 
f ishing industry to promote commercial trawling operations. 
17 . The fu ture p l ans for intensifying the exploratory fishing 
programmes have been outlined . 
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CATCH TRENDS OF FISH CATEGORIES 
( MONTH LY AVERAGE S --OR 1963-'67 ) 
DHOMA RA YS 
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